
Why Should You Visit A Wound Care Specialist?

Wound care is a specialized type of treatment for patients who are suffering from chronic
or non-healing wounds. These are the wounds that take a longer time to heal or show
slow signs of recovery.

Minor wounds such as cuts, scrapes or punctures, etc. heal easily with traditional medical
approaches. While larger or deeper wounds require a longer time to heal. They typically
result from underlying medical conditions such as poor blood flow, low oxygen, trauma
or blood circulation complexities in the legs & feet due to diabetes, prolonged pressure
arising from immobility, and many more.

If you have considered wound care treatment California to improve the quality of life
for your loved ones suffering from any type of chronic wound, it will be beneficial for
you in many ways. Let’s find out:

Examples of Chronic wounds include:

● Venous, arterial, diabetic, and pressure ulcers
● Surgical wounds
● Burn wounds
● Traumatic or crushing injury wounds
● Abrasions and lacerations
● Gangrene or dead tissue etc.

Who Are Wound Care Specialists?

Doctors or primary care physicians are qualified to treat the wounds resulting from
day-to-day injuries such as cuts or scrapes etc. These are known as minor wounds and
can be efficiently cured in a typical healing period. But wound care specialists are trained
& qualified to deal with complex wounds i.e. non-healing wounds. When a patient has a
wound that is painful and takes months to heal properly, it requires advanced treatment by
wound care doctors. These incorporate a multidisciplinary approach to treatment with
several medical techniques to help patients recover quicker from severe wounds.



When To Call Wound Care At Bedside?

As mentioned above, not every wound requires an advanced approach to treatment but
when an injury is larger or deeper and healing slowly, it needs to be treated by wound
care at bedside.

Minor wounds can be treated by primary health care doctors. More serious wounds may
require a few days of admittance to the hospital, followed by recovery at home. But
certain wounds require special medical attention & treatment. For example, vascular
ulcers, diabetic ulcers, traumatic injury or post-operative wounds, etc.

A few certain health conditions can contribute to the development of chronic
wounds including:

● Diabetes
● Immobility
● Excessive weight
● Congestive heart failure
● Vascular disease
● Nerve damage etc.

What Are The Advantages Of Visiting Wound Care Specialists?



Here are some reasons why scheduling a bedside appointment with wound doctors is the
right choice for you. Take a look:

1. Patient-Focused Treatment
Wound care treatment is focused on the effective, quicker & proper recovery of wounds
in patients with chronic wounds. Unlike hospitals, the professional & multidisciplinary
team of Wound Care Surgeons visits the patient’s location in California and generates
an individualized treatment depending on their type of wound, and medical history. Since
the treatment is specially curated for them, they are more likely to follow it. For example,
they recommended - the type of dressings or instructions about mobility or any physical
therapy, etc.

2. Reduced Complication Risks
The incorrect treatment of wounds can lead to severe future complications. For example,
diabetic foot ulcers are the main reasons behind diabetes-related amputations if the
wounds become infected. Long-term chronic wounds are more prone to infection. In
more complicated cases, an infection can lead to sepsis. A venous ulcer specialist
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provides patients with valuable instructions on wound care at home to prevent any type of
infection and accelerate the healing process.

3. Find The Route Cause
The professional team of wound care treatment California incorporated a
multidisciplinary approach of treatment with several medical technologies to find out the
cause behind the slow-healing of injury, rather than just treating the symptoms. A variety
of factors can cause delayed wound healing such as

● Infection,
● Old-Age,
● Obesity,
● Alcohol Consumption,
● Smoking Habits
● Stress
● Several Medications etc.

4. Cost-effective Than Hospitals
One noticeable thing about consulting wound care doctors is that it is way less costly than
hospital visits. These wound care programs are efficiently reducing readmission rates,
transportation, and nursing visits to the hospitals. It means the patients can get reduced
costs on wound recovery and medicines. Plus, there are also fewer redundancies with
improved efficiency. Patients are treated with a wound care plan that helps them recover
at home.

5. Use of Advanced Techniques
Wound care at bedside generates a treatment plan with the latest wound care technologies
that patients may not have access to in a primary healthcare facility. For example:

● Wound VAC
● Ultrasound etc.

Apart from this, wound care facilities give instructions to the patients about wound
recovery at home including applying a wound dressing, infection control, and many
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more. If you are suffering from a chronic wound that is not healing quickly, it is better to
consult with wound care specialists.
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